SECOND PART ON MOON EXPLANATION:
----- Original Message ----From: JAMES MAYBRICK
To: Sandra Ellis
Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2011 11:52 PM
Subject: Thanks

Thanks for the information about the moon and best times to hunt.
Please explain about not hunting after the quarter moon. When is the quarter moon in
relation to new moon?
Do you consider the charts that say when the best days and times to hunt are? My
GPS has a feature that states the best hunting and fishing times on any given day. Do
you follow that stuff?
----- Original Message ----From: Gary Laubscher
To: JAMES MAYBRICK
Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 7:25 AM
Subject: Re: Thanks

Nope I dont follow that stuff. Look, When full moon is in sky lets say its the 1st of
the month, it is very bright and a red light isnt even seen in that light, so full
moon, is up.. then every day after that the moon comes up later,and it becomes
less bright as days go by, this is why you are able to see the moon in sky the
next day about 7 days after full moon, because it comes out later and later
everyday, then looking at chart you see NEW MOON is about 14 days after full
moon, by now the moon comes out about 4 in mornming! so this is why I say
best times is 5 days prior and 5 days after NEW MOON, new moon is the new
moon cycle but the first 5 days after new moon that moon is so small its not
relevant and you can still hunt. Then it also is low to the horizon and drops fast
so that first 5 days after new moon, this is ok for hunting, then after 5 days it is
higher in the sky and gets bigger every day, and when its on a quarter moon
hunting is basically over as its to bright already to hunt as cats see very well and
pick up movemnet fast, jackal can be hunted on a bigger moon BUT this
educates them. Then you wait another 12-13 days till the next full moon and we
start all over again. After new moon, the half moon is about 10-11 days ahead so
quarter moon is about 7 days after NEW MOON. This is why i say its important to
know a moon and hunt properly. Just work like this look at moon table, look
at NEW MOON work back 5 days and forward 5 days and plan those 10 days for
your night hunt, then you can hunt in total darkness for 10 days, after that the
moon is high in sky and brighter every day thereafter again.

